the problems which conA MONG
front the student of religion in a
mental hospital there is none more
challenging than that of the would-be
prophet and the phenomena of inspiration which he presents. The beginnings
of all vital religions are to be found in
experiences interpreted as communications from a superhuman source, either in the person of the believer himself or of some significant person
whose authority he accepts. Such experiences arises spontaneously under
the stress of crisis situations when men
are brought face to face with the ultimate issues of life and are forced to
do fresh and creative thinking. For
this reason new prophets are constantly appearing, some true, some false,
some giving expression to beliefs
which are forward-looking and superior, others to beliefs and practices
which are inferior and regressive;
some worthy of devotion and admiration, others who are rightly consigned
to institutions for the insane.
In every mental hospital, therefore,
we find patients who believe that God
has spoken to them, that he has given
them some important mission to perform and that they have some important role to act out. Among these there
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The hospital staff classified him as
"dementia praecox, paranoid type;
based on delusions of grandeur in an
individual who is following explicitly
the hallucinated voice of God, and
whose entire life is under the direction
of that voice."
In the psychometric examination he
was eagerly co-operative and was
naively delighted with each success,
but his score was only at the eight year
level. Some of his answers were of interest.
In the Ball and Field test, which resulted in a failure, he made a simple
straight line to the center of the circle,
remarking, "Something tell me to come
in and stop in front of that mark (a
water-mark in the paper). I works
by the Spirit, you know."
Induction test, also a failure. Here
he got one right. He was greatly delighted at this and said, "There's a
man inside telling me."
Fables: His response to the fable of
the Fox and the Crow was, "A fox is
a kind of dog that loves to play around
a chicken anyhow. He think he can
come through with his sweet talk."
Vocabulary: 21 out of 50 words
defined correctly. Here are some of
the definitions:
Ramble: It's just like as if you goes
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New York, Connecticut, Massachusetts.
Vermont to the Canada line and then
back to Massachusetts, all the way on
foot.) He then concludes:
When I got back to Worcester, I
had walked 3400 miles. I was on my
fifth pair of shoes and I had been arrested seven times. I was a give-out vessel and I'se very happy when I end my
journey walking into Worcester Hospital. I felt a great rejoicing when I
landed in the wicked city of Worcester.
Supplementary Details

Because of the distance to Savannah it was not possible to check his
story and we were forced to rely upon
the patient himself. The information
derived from many interviews may be
summarized as follows:
Concerning his early years he reports, "I couldn't go to school. I had
to work. My father was a bright-skinned man. He go all around. He leave
my mamma. My mamma, she marry
another man. He fight me. My father was converted afterward and became a preacher. He came back and
want to take me, but my mamma, she
wouldn't le't me go."
He claims to have been a good
worker, earning $30 to $35 a month
and holding his jobs for considerable
periods. His regular earnings seem to
have been supplemented by what he
took in as a "banjo-picker" and danc-
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to sing to him. The common term for
these communications was "signals."
When he got good signals he was happy. When for any reason the signals
were not functioning, or when they
were disquieting, he would be irritable
and cross. I asked him once if these
signals sounded like my own voice in
talking to him. His answer was, "No,
he tell me things to tell you. He speak
much like a natural man, but he don't
speak like a natural man. When God
speak to me, it ain't no idea that comes
into my mind. There's a man down in
here (pointing to his chest). But the
Spirit don't talk like you talk. He don't
say no dozens of words. I don't hear
him with my ears. I hears him here."
(He points to his chest.)
Frequently in talking with Mickle,
a far-away look would come into his
eyes and he might explain, "He's talking to me now." This was likely to
happen when for any reason he was
deeply moved.
Time and again I have found that
in my efforts to change some attitude
the one effective way was to get the
Man Above to give him orders. Such
orders he would not "jump." Within
the limits imposed by his system of
beliefs, the advice thus received was
generally sound. The Man Above
would reprove him for losing his tem-
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work of art or, better perhaps, an artist
himself. I have found no little enjoyment in some of his shrewed observations and quaint phrases. Here are
some examples:
The Conversion of Paul
You see, I was called just like he call
Paul. Paul was a very wicked man. He
went through the world 'stroying people. One day God come along while Paul
was going out to kill people. God knocked Paul a double somersault off the
hqsses. Paul rise up and say, "Lord what
will you have me to do ?" The Lord say,
"Go down there, Paul. There's a man
named Ananias. He will tell you what
to do." Paul became the finest preacher
there ever has been in the United States.
Jonah and the Whale
God told the whale, "You take Jonas
back to Nineveh and put him in drydock." The whale started back. He went
three hundred miles an hour.
Advice to Preachers
A preacher, preaching, must branch
off on three roads, first, second, third.
On the first you makes them open up
their eyes. Then you comes back and
you throws another switch and you digs
in after the way people live. You tells
them the/s getting worser and worser.
On the third you knocks them sprawling
all over one another.
What Makes a Man Go Crazy
What tears a man's mind worse than
most anything else is to have something
covered up in your mind. It's just like
as if you shuts up milk or meat. They
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said to "hear voices." I have found
that most of them, if left to themselves,
will describe this 'experience in different ways. The commonest term is
"voice," but most such patients make
a sharp distinction between such voices
and those they hear with their ears.
Here are a few examples:1
Patient 1 heard a voice which seemed
to be God's voice and words from the
Bible came into his head. He had an idea
so big that it just carried him away and
he ran out into the street in his underwear. When questioned, he explained
that he didn't exactly hear anything.
"It's just like when you sit and think.
Something comes to you."
Patient 2 began to get directions.
Ideas came to him. The greatness and
the allness of it drove him goofy.
Patient 3 got such funny thoughts and
felt himself under some sort of control.
Patient 4 got inner pushes.
Patient 5 heard voices repeating his
thoughts.
Patient 6 heard God speaking to him,
saying that judgment was coming upon
the human race. He got messages. He
discovered things through thought transference.
Patient 7 got such funny thoughts.
Things popped into his head.
Patient 8 heard God and the devil
talking. The voices said he was to be
cut up.
»Cf. Boisen, A. T., "Onset in Acute Schizophrenia," Psychiatry (1947) 10:159-166.
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such moments of insight, a glow of
elation goes with them, a feeling of
finality, adequacy, accomplishment.3

Professor Hutchinson goes on to
point out that the distinction between
religious and scientific or artistic insight is to be found in the nature of
the problem which is at the focus of
attention. In the case of the artist, and
especially of the scientist, the new insight will pertain to something which
can be more or less readily verified by
others and fitted into the structure of
organized and tested 'experience. In
the case of the mystic the new insight
is likely to be intimately personal and
have to do with his own role in life. It
is therefore not so readily subject to
verification and it involves tremendous
affective reactions.
TTEREIN we may. find a clue to
-H what has happened in the case of
our Negro prophet. We do not have
all the facts, but we do know that about
the thirty-fifth year of his life, there
came a sudden and dramatic change in
his concept of himself. He had been
a "wicked man, very wild and rough,
very fond of frolic." For some time
apparently he had been deeply discontented with his way of life. In any case,
"Hutchinson, Eliot Dole. "The Nature of
Insight" Psychiatry (1941) 4:31-43
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shalled in an attempt at healing which
may either make or break. Frequently
the forces of destruction get the upper
hand. When that happens the voices
are likely to persist, giving expression
to the fears and to the disowned tendencies. Not infrequently the patient
who hears God talking to him makes a
good recovery and we seem justified in
looking upon such disturbances as
problem-solving experiences which are
closely related to the dramatic forms
of religious experience.
THOSE cases in which the outI Ncome
is constructive, either of two
things may happen. The patient may
return to normal, and the strong emotion and with it the voices may disappear, or else he may rebuild his life
on the basis of the role envisioned in
the mystical experience. In the latter
case the voices may continue to function more or less as a creative factor.
This is what happened in the case of
George Fox, of John Bunyan, of Saul
of Tarsus. This is likewise what happened in the case of our Negro prophet. Whether we classify such persons
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